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Belstar Microfinance, originally promoted by Hand in Hand India (HIH) is going places.
In a recent rating exercise, it has secured A- in Social Rating and a Gold Certification in
Client Protection. The Academy and its parent entity HIH are continuing to provide
support to Belstar in this initiative.
The third wave of the Covid-19 pandemic, caused by the Omicron variant, may not have
any significant impact on the Indian microfinance industry, which had started
witnessing a steady improvement in collection efficiency and growth in disbursements,
backed by improved demand from Q3 of the current fiscal.
The CPMM 9th batch in Rasipuram- Namakkal moved to its field training phase and final
assessment while the 10th and 11th batches were inaugurated on the virtual mode in
Cuddalore and Mecheri respectively. The next batches are being considered for
Tirunelveli, Virudhunagar, Coimbatore, and Vellore. In line with the directive from
Belstar management, we are looking to cross the TN border and commence the CPMM
courses in Karnataka and Kerala. Soon this will become a PAN India activity to not only
cater to Belstar but also to other NBFCs and MFIs.
.

The Academy is brimming with activities such as courses, training, and a workshop on
EPR for the SWM pillar of Hand in Hand India kept our facility bus in January. The
marketing team’s continued efforts are culminating in the first batch for the newly
introduced TNPSC course, which is scheduled to be inaugurated soon.
On behalf of the Academy, I welcome Ms. Kriti Lavania, who has joined the Academy
family as RTM – Udaipur. The planned delivery of Belstar training sessions is being
deftly handled by our experienced RTMs who have also implemented a new
methodology- Observation and Demonstration, to enhance the training effectiveness.
While it is heartening to note that the threat of COVID is decreasing and the world is
beginning to accept life with it and move on, let us continue to follow COVID protocols
and remain safe.
Happy reading and we look forward to your feedback.

S. Chandrasekar
Director
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The team enhanced its rhythm of working effectively by overcoming the pandemic
situation, taking advantage of digital technology, and getting connected with various
courses and initiatives. The training team focused on delivering the Belstar training
– welcome calling, common induction, and role-based induction. In addition to the
regular training, the team initiated a special training on “Revised Regulatory
Framework for NBFCs” for Risk Management and Audit team.
The marketing team intensified its activities for various courses such as TNPSC
coaching, Web developer course, CPMM Course etc. Thanks to the support from the
Credit Plus team which ensured mobilization of candidates and satellite center
administration. 2 CPMM batches completed its 45 days course, and 2 new batches
were rolled out during January 2022 with full support from the Belstar Zonal team.

We extended a hearty welcome to
Ms.Kriti Lavania, who joined as
Regional Training Manager based out of
Udaipur, Rajasthan. She will be handling
the training requirements for Rajasthan.

Training Outreach
"No matter what
is the
environment
around you, it is
always possible
to maintain
brand of
The Academy team of RTMs/ faculties

Common Induction had conducted the induction training
programs for the new joiners of Belstar,
training
who had joined from December 2021 to

January 2022. This included Welcome call,
Common Induction, and Role-Based
Induction. Subsequent to the individual
‘Welcome Call’ to the new joiners, our
RTMs conducted the Common Induction
training which is for two days. During the
month, the team conducted 36 sessions
of Common Induction covering 401 new
joiners resulting in 802 person-days of
training.
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integrity."

- Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
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Intervention by
Observation and
Demonstration

Role-based training

As suggested by our CMT during the
December’21 review meeting, our training
team has introduced the new initiative of
Observation and Demonstration training
(ODT) which was launched from
January’22 as part of Training &
Development modules.

After the common modules were conducted, RTMs had taken up the role-based
modules depending on the role performed by the new joiners. The Role Based
Induction training is a one-day program. The team had conducted 25 sessions of
Role-Based induction training covering 318 new joiners.

Onsite refresher

Since Belstar is growing fast and aiming
further to achieve higher operating
standards to serve its clients better, it
is important to enhance staff
productivity and performance in
alignment with the company’s vision
and strategies.

It is also important to reinforce the
organizational
values,
ethics,
and
practices to staff, updating their
knowledge and competent skills to
ensure quality as the company grows.
The onsite refresher training programs
focus on reinforcing the operational and
process standards for branch-level staff.
The RTMs visited the branches and
conducted onsite refresher training for
Branch level staff. A total of 9 training
sessions were conducted during Jan'22
and 94 staff members attended.

The RTMs have started accompanying the
SOs in the field as part of ODT.
The brief of this new initiative is as
below:
Observation training is conducted with
existing SOs with experience in the field.
The trainer will observe the process
followed by SOs, product knowledge, how
they interact with customers, dress code,
whether they are following COVID
protocols, wearing helmets while riding
two-wheelers, etc. There have been
instances where trainers have challenged
the SOs, demonstrated how to speak and
collect EMI from tough customers, thus
enhancing the confidence of the SOs.

Training on ‘Revised Regulatory Framework for NBFCs A Scale-based Approach’.

NBFCs have contributed immensely in
supporting real economic activity and
have played a vital role as a supplemental
channel
of
credit
intermediation
alongside banks. Over the years, the
sector has undergone considerable
evolution in terms of size, complexity, and
interconnectedness within the financial
sector.

Many entities have achieved significant growth and hence RBI felt there is a
need to align the regulatory framework for NBFCs keeping in view their
changing risk profile.. A discussion paper titled ‘Revised Regulatory Framework
for NBFCs - A Scale-based Approach’ was issued for public comments on 22nd
January 2021. Based on the inputs received, RBI has come out with a revised
regulatory framework for NBFCs on 22nd October 2021.
SBR framework encompasses different facets of regulation of NBFCs covering
capital requirements, governance standards, prudential regulation, etc. RBI has
issued an integrated regulatory framework for NBFCs under SBR providing a holistic
view of the SBR structure, set of fresh regulations being introduced and respective
timelines as well. These guidelines shall be effective from 1st October 2022.

On 28th January 2022, the training team conducted one pilot session for Risk
Management and Audit team of Belstar. 30 staff members of Belstar attended
the training session. Two more sessions covering Business Operations and
Senior Management, are planned for Feb’22.
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COURSES:
CPMM batch VIII & IX

Tally Prime
Full-stack
web developer course Satellite center
Academy rolled out its first batch of Full
stack web developer course on 13th
December 2021. Weekend classes
started on 18th Dec 2021. The batch of
18 students was paused shortly due to
lockdown and has since restarted.

The first Satellite center at Indo-American
College, Cheyyar started on 16th Dec and
26 students were enrolled. Course was
paused for a while due to lockdown and
college semester exams and has now
restarted.

Certificate of
Empanelment
Two batches of Certificate Program in
Microfinance Management (CPMM) batch
VIII at Academy (Chengelpet region) &
batch IX at satellite centre, Namakkal was
successfully completed in January, each
fulfilling its 45-day duration ending with
their final evaluation. The Academy has
started the placement process with
Belstar. Belstar HR has interviewed batch
VIII at Academy and selected 22 students
for onboarding with effect from February
2022. The batch IX students are also
expected to be onboarded during
February 2022.

The
Academy
received
the
certificate from Tally Solutions that
"Hand in Hand Academy for Social
Entrepreneurship is empaneled as
Training and Assessment Centre" to
offer
Certification
on
Tally
Essential/Tally
Professional/GST
Using Tally.

Workshop on extended producer
responsibility (EPR)

CPMM batch X & XI

The SWM pillar of Hand in Hand India has taken up several initiatives with regard to Solid
Waste Management. Of late due to changes in the environmental scenario, new regulatory
compliance on plastic and E-waste management is proposed by the Govt of India. Taking
lead on this, SWM team under its project “Waves of Change” funded by M/s Postcode
Lottery, Sweden proposed to have a one day workshop on ‘Plastic waste management with
a special emphasis on Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) legal framework’.

The Academy rolled out its CPMM batch X
on 12th January 2022 with 18 students at
Cuddalore and batch XI on 27th January
2022 with 13 students at Mecheri, Salem
dt. Mr. S Chandrasekar, Director, HIH
Academy inaugurated both the batches
online.

Following this, the SWM pillar of collaborated
with Hand in Hand Academy, who as a
Knowledge Partner, designed the curriculum
and methodology with subject experts. The
Academy organized the workshop on 25th
January 2022 at its premises with 20
participants along with Project leaders. The
participants gained knowledge on the new
compliances and legalities of EPR and the SWM
team with experts also proposed for a next
level workshop with select participants.

Marketing team activities
The marketing team intensified its promotional efforts for various academy courses
such as Full Stack Web designer, TNPSC coaching, CPMM, etc. The mobilization team
traveled to many field locations and contacted potential youth and motivated them to
join the course. The team also focused on promotion through various colleges and
village stakeholders, arranged campaigns, addressing the students to join TNPSC
coaching and various job-oriented courses..
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Republic day celebration

73rd Republic Day, was celebrated in our Academy with great éclat. It is a day of National
rejoicing to commemorate the new constitution of free India which came into force.
Mr. Chandrasekar S Director, HiH Academy unfurled the national flag at the academy in the
presence of Dr Kalpana Sankar, Mr. C V Sankar IAS, Dr. Y Joe and staff members of the Academy,
Hand in Hand India, and our group entities

BFSI Sector updates
With Rs 29,000 crore loans, TN tops in
microfinance credit: Report
Tamil Nadu topped in borrowings from
microfinance institutions in the country
between September 2020 and September
2021, pointing to a resurgence in business
activity and a possible lack of access to
relatively cheaper bank loans.
The 11th edition of “Microfinance Pulse”, a
quarterly publication by Small Industries
Development Bank of India (SIDBI) and
Equifax India, revealed that TN’s
borrowing or outstanding loan portfolio of
Rs 29,000 crore for the period was 13
percent of the total borrowings under
microfinance sector in India.

Delay in repaying loans during the
pandemic crossed 90 days across the
country, including Tamil Nadu, the report
said. The report said that microfinance
industry witnessed a slowdown due to the
nationwide lockdown from March 2020.
The quantum of loan disbursed also
contracted between October 2019 and
September 2020 by 28 per cent in volume
and 24 per cent in value, the report said.
The microfinance industry, however, is
back to expansion mode and it grew by 35
per cent and 37 per cent by volume and
value, respectively, between October 2020
and September 2021, the report said.
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Fact file
Tamil Nadu is leading with portfolio
outstanding Rs 29,335 crore and
contributes 13% towards the total
portfolio
outstanding
of
microfinance institutions
As on 30 September, 2021, Tamil
Nadu,
West
Bengal,
Bihar,
Karnataka and Uttar Pradesh are
top
five
States
with
huge
borrowings
Book size of MFI Industry as on
September 30, 2021 is Rs 2,26,123
crore
Highest number of loans are issued
under 30K-40K ticket size category
across all the quarters
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BFSI Sector updates
Rating agency ICRA
Belstar Microfinance Ltd Reserve Bank of India
lowers MFI asset growth
standalone net profit
likely to tweak norms
estimate to 12-14% for
rises 115.19% in the
to reduce MFI risk
FY22
December 2021 quarter
Reflecting the effect of the second wave
of Covid-19 infection, rating agency ICRA
has revised downwards the estimated
growth in assets of NBFC-MFIs to 12-14
percent in Fy22 from an earlier projection
of 22-25 percent.
However, the growth is expected to
improve to 18-22 percent in FY2023,
though the recent rise in Covid-19
infections (third wave) poses risk to the
estimates. The long-term outlook for nonbanking financial companies-microfinance
institutions (NBFC-MFIs) is expected to
remain robust. This would be driven by
the fact that disbursements are expected
to have continued in Q3 FY2022, post
revival in Q2 FY2022.
The Assets Under Management (AUM) of
NBFC-MFIs witnessed an annualized
growth of five percent in H1 FY2022 to Rs
82,749 crore as of September 30, 2021,
from Rs 80,549 crore as on March 31,
2021 (Rs 73,792 crore as on March 31,
2020).
The asset quality metrics weakened quite
sharply in H1 FY2022 because of the
localized lockdowns imposed by various
states/union territories (UTs) on account
of the second wave, which impacted the
borrowers’ cash flows and hence the
collection efficiency (CE).
With the gradual opening of the economy,
microfinance activities resumed in Q2
FY2022 and collections also bounced
back to March 2021 level.
The delinquencies had risen significantly
in May-June 2021, however, with
incremental restructuring and some
recovery in CE the reported delinquencies
declined by September 30, 2021, though
the same remained elevated as
compared to March 2021 level.

Sales rise 27.57% to Rs 184.87 crore
Net profit of Belstar Microfinance Ltd
rose 115.19% to Rs 11.62 crore in the
quarter ended December 2021 as
against Rs 5.40 crore during the previous
quarter ended December 2020. Sales
rose 27.57% to Rs 184.87 crore in the
quarter ended December 2021 as
against Rs 144.92 crore during the
previous quarter ended December 2020

Microfinance Industry's
Outstanding Portfolio
Up 2 Percent To Rs
2,26,000
Crore
In
September Quarter
The outstanding portfolio of the
microfinance industry registered a 2
percent quarter-and-quarter growth to
around Rs 2,26,000 crore as of
September 2021, says a report.
The same stood at Rs 2,22,060 crore
during the three months ended June
2021. The industry disbursed loans
worth Rs 66,681 crore during JulySeptember 2021 quarter, registering a
robust Y-o-Y growth of 96 percent by
value and 94 percent by volume, as
per the joint report published by Small
Industries Development Bank of India
(SIDBI) and Equifax India.
It said the 90-plus days past due
delinquency decreased to 2.95
percent in September 2021 from 3.01
percent in June 2021. Tamil Nadu,
West Bengal, Bihar, Karnataka, and
Uttar Pradesh were the top five states
in terms of portfolio outstanding, as of
September 2021.
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RBI may tweak the qualifying assets
threshold for microfinance institutions
(MFIs) to 75 percent of their net assets,
compared with the current level of 85
percent of net assets.
The lowering of the qualifying threshold
will help reduce the concentration risk
for MFIs, where a disproportionate
amount of assets is in one unsecured
business and help diversify their books.
This will also help them lend higher
amounts to mature clients with a
proven track record.
Sources pointed out that it will also
address another fault line: Some large
MFIs aspire to become small finance
banks (SFBs) — the licenses for which
are now on-tap. Therefore, it is better
for MFIs that are SFB license aspirants
to spread their risks now than do so
after getting one.
At another level, the proposed move will
also align the qualifying threshold of
MFIs with that of housing finance
companies — at 75 per cent of net
assets. Total assets in the microfinance
business — of MFIs, banks, and SFBs
put together — now stands at Rs 2.4
trillion, and is seen at almost Rs 6 trillion
in 2027, covering nearly 140 million lowincome clients.

Suggestions? Feedback?
Do write to us at
info@hihacademy.edu.in
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